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A-Bench designed by jehs+laub
A-Bench by jehs+laub is a modular system that meets every challenge with style. No
matter how you approach it: the eight different seating elements always fit together
perfectly. The A-Collection, which started with the A-Chair by jehs+laub, is all about
versatility with an elegant, minimalistic style. The A-Bench embodies this same visual
story, taking the comfort and style of the A-Collection to a modular level.
The A-Bench by jehs+laub features eight different seating elements. These elements
configure together to create endless opportunities for bench-style seating with the
signature A-Collection look. These elements include straight and curved pieces for a
genuinely versatile range of possibilities. Utilize connector tables or backless bench
pieces to create truly flexible seating arrangements.
Designed to sit more like a chair, with an 18” high seat and an upright back, A-Bench
can also be the perfect companion to a 29” high café table. Whether its cafeterias,
restaurants, co-working spaces, or lounge areas: A-Bench can be used anywhere.
Whether COM or utilizing the Davis Graded In Fabric Program, designers can create a
variety of aesthetics with this beautifully tailored collection.
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Continued The A-Bench is designed for optimal seating comfort with a sleek, elegant style.
The seat is constructed with pocket springs covered with molded foam for a level of
comfort beyond what you would expect from modular lounge seating. The molded
foam conserves waste in the manufacturing process and gives the finish seat a
smooth, elegant look. The back is also constructed of molded foam with innovative
design features for optimal support.
The A-Bench is classic and timeless while maintaining a modern edge. The design
language is perfectly in tune with the entirety of the A-Collection which includes the
A-Chair, A-Lounge, and A-Table. The A-Bench is characterized by its elegant simplicity
and versatility.
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